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Abstract: In this scientific article, the formation of a construction cluster in the development of 

the construction materials industry, through the organization of cost-effective production in the 

production of construction materials, the ways of increasing the economic efficiency, the existing 

problems in the development of the field, and the proposals and recommendations for their 

elimination are developed. 
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Introduction. Today, the need to modernize the construction industry and the development of a 

network strategy in this regard are gaining urgent importance. In the development of the field of 

construction materials, the formation of a construction cluster and the creation of innovative forms of 

labor cooperation between enterprises, which allow for the efficient use of production resources and 

sustainable development, are required. 

A characteristic feature of the construction cluster in the development of the building materials 

industry is targeted entrepreneurial activity. Combining the efforts of construction companies, 

executive authorities, financial organizations and research institutes at the regional level ensures the 

development of the construction complex, helps to rationalize the production process of products and 

services. In addition, it allows to redistribute risks and implement a flexible risk management policy 

in rapidly changing economic conditions of the enterprise. In countries with a developed market 

economy, such a combination of efforts to increase competitiveness by construction companies has 

been quite successful. 

In the scientific literature, there is no single or general methodology for evaluating the effectiveness 

of cluster practice. In the mathematical models used in different countries, the general and private 

economic results of enterprises participating in clusters are evaluated with the help of quantitative 

and qualitative indicators. Through these models, existing problems are identified and future plans 

are defined. However, they do not quantify the general socio-economic results arising from the basic 

characteristics of cluster relations, in particular, they do not evaluate the cluster management system, 

they do not take into account the savings of transaction costs, the effectiveness of inter-industry 

relations, and the social aspects of development. 

In the development of the building materials industry, investment construction clusters are formed in 

connection with the fact that the activity of the construction complex serves for the implementation 

of investment processes. The main entities of the regional investment construction cluster include 

small, medium and large construction enterprises, intermediary services and construction work 
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supply service providers, market infrastructure organizations (credit, insurance, leasing, logistics 

companies, sales intermediaries, real estate firms), scientific research and education. institutions; 

professional and public associations, trade and industry departments, the infrastructure of the cluster 

(cluster council, business incubators, small business support funds, etc.). 

The number of construction material mines in the republic is 526, of which 19 percent, i.e. 99, 

correspond to the Fergana region. There are 236 working mines in the country, of which 20.8 percent 

or 49 are located in the Fergana region, the main part of which is brick raw material. There are 49 

brick raw material mines, 24 sand gravel mines, and 5 limestone and decorative stone mines for lime 

production. The main resources are located in Fergana and Namangan regions (40 and 37 

respectively), and Andijan region is the region with the fewest construction raw material deposits in 

the region. 

11,368 investment projects to be implemented in the country during 2020-2022, approved according 

to the minutes of the meeting on the results of the visits of the President of the Republic of 

Uzbekistan to the regions, of which 1,411 correspond to enterprises producing construction 

materials. 

Cluster relations can be formed within the territory and network, as well as on the basis of corporate 

governance. Options with state participation in the formation of clusters should be highlighted. In all 

cases, clusters function as integrated structures. At the moment, based on the current economic 

situation, it is desirable to organize clusters within the framework of public-private partnership. 

Analysis of literature on the topic. In modern conditions, regional clusters uniting a group of 

interrelated industries, i.e., a complex of enterprises based on the territorial union of raw material 

suppliers and producers of finished products connected by a technological chain, is an important 

form of cooperation. "In the modern concept of business entities, the traditional division of the 

economy into sectors or sub-sectors is losing its importance. In the first place is the system of 

relations between enterprises and organizations, creation of strategic alliances, application of cluster 

approach".[1] 

In the territory of the republic, the regional cluster, in comparison with traditional production 

complexes, is based on the market principles of the organization of production and provision of 

services as much as possible. A cluster is an effective mechanism of industrial cooperation, because 

the initiators of such associations are created by industrial enterprises that realize the need to unite in 

various forms to create competitive advantages. 

In order to clarify the content of the cluster approach in construction, it is appropriate to consider the 

evolution of the cluster concept. Formation of the theory of clustering of regional economic sectors. 

It is closely related to the works of Porter. M. Porter examines the factors that ensure 

competitiveness not only for individual companies, but also for entire industries, regions, and 

countries. These companies compete on their performance. According to Porter's definition, a cluster 

is an intermediate concept that refers to groups of related companies and industries that are 

concentrated in one area and benefit from interaction. According to Porter: Clusters are "productivity 

engines".[2] 

At the same time, organizational and economic associations of enterprises operating in a certain field 

in order to create a high added value chain are called clusters. M. Porter defines clusters as 

"geographically close groups of businesses and their supporting infrastructure." Through this, the 

influence of enterprises on each other is more clearly manifested. "The main aspect of the cluster 

structure is expressed in the ability to attract specialized labor force, wide distribution of skills, 

knowledge, experiences and enter into special economic relations".[2] 

S. A. Mokhnachev and E. S. Mokhnacheva believes: "Cluster structure is a grid-like form based on 

mutual integration of various enterprises and industries." The authors do not focus on geographic 

location when defining cluster structures. Cluster structures are seen as a network of enterprises and 

organizations related to the production of final products".[4] 
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American economist P. According to Krugman: "clusters form a structural element of the market for 

specialized workers, the effect of which is manifested in the employment of workers, and in the 

ability of employers to acquire a workforce with the necessary potential and skills." "A cluster is a 

geographically concentrated group of connected companies in related industries, specialized 

suppliers, service providers, firms in related fields, as well as competing, but interoperable, 

organizations related to their activities in certain fields."[ 5] 

P. A. According to Larionova: "from the point of view of a systemic approach, a cluster is a set of 

economic subjects of various fields, connected by mutual relations and whose results are 

interdependent, united in a single organizational structure working together for a specific goal".[6] 

World experience shows that the cluster as an organizational-economic form of interaction between 

related and supporting industries helps to expand the type of products produced and develop new 

markets. 

Building materials industry cluster is an improved organizational form based on deepened division of 

labor of existing construction, mining, processing industry, production infrastructure enterprises in 

the region. Through regional economic integration within the cluster, the quality of construction 

services will improve, become cheaper, and on this basis, it will be possible to reduce the investment 

costs of industrial enterprises. Introduction of modern technologies, management methods, exchange 

of information between suppliers and buyers will be facilitated in the economy of the region. Relying 

on these, it will be possible for the enterprises that are part of the regional cluster to have high 

economic indicators. 

Regional clusters can be formed both in the construction sector and at the intersection of construction 

and other related industries. However, it should be noted that inter-industry clusters are currently the 

most common. They were formed as a result of close relations of the construction industry with other 

industries in the region. “Buyers and manufacturers of building products are coming together across 

the value chain, and deepening collaboration represents an opportunity to create synergistic effects. 

The close connection between them creates conditions for the formation of cluster structures at the 

intersection of industrial sectors. The cross-sectoral approach to the clustering of the construction 

complex is the most common in the definition and analysis of cluster structures in the regional 

economy. [7] 

X. M. According to Saydahmedov's information, Namangan region has an index close to the average 

level of the republic (together with Surkhondarya and Fergana regions) according to the index of 

provision of mineral resources per capita. At the moment, Bukhara, Kashkadarya, Tashkent and 

Navoi regions have high indicators in this regard, which is determined by the fact that the availability 

of fuel and energy resource reserves has been fully studied.[8] 

The mentioned general principles are related to the essence of the theory of management and 

represent general requirements for economic systems, special principles and principles of activity of 

subjects reflect the requirements for the structural structure of cluster management and decision-

making in it. 

About 50 percent of the capacity of construction material mines is being used in the republic. Half of 

the available reserves in the Fergana region have been exploited. The use of construction material 

deposits in Namangan region is at the same level. Currently, the use of raw materials for the 

production of mineral fiber is not established. The level of use of decorative stone, brick raw 

material mines is 32 percent. This shows that in the future there are necessary opportunities to 

develop the construction industry of the region and to increase the economic potential of the region 

on this basis. 

Research methodology. The article makes extensive use of the methods of scientific study, 

comparative comparison, statistical data study and economic comparison and analysis, logical 

thinking, scientific abstraction, analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction of building cluster 

formation in the development of the building materials industry. 
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Analysis and results. Modern economic science considers the formation of clusters as one of the 

important factors in the innovative development of the country. Based on the mechanisms of 

organization and management of regional construction clusters, cluster initiatives lie. At the moment, 

systems that require such science and are aimed at ensuring the rapid development of high-tech 

complexes have not yet been thoroughly researched in our country. Based on this, it is very 

important to revise the methodological foundations of the creation of regional construction clusters 

and determine the most important principles for choosing certain enterprises in the field according to 

its composition, as well as clarify the rules of interaction between them and determine the socio-

economic parameters for assessing the effectiveness of cluster participants. At the same time, the 

formation and development of cluster structures is relevant, taking into account the study of the 

interests of unifying economic entities such as owners of enterprises, investors, consulting 

companies and managers of educational institutions, as well as state authorities. 

 

Figure 1. Positive aspects of cluster organization 

As recognized in the image above, the following positive results are achieved by organizing clusters 

in the construction network: 

 continuous and timely delivery of building materials between enterprises is ensured in the 

construction network; 

 the quality of construction installation work carried out by construction organizations increases; 

 at enterprises in the construction Network, cases of idle stay of workers during their working 

hours are eliminated; 

 ultimately, the financial stability of enterprises in the grillage network is ensured. 

Summary. In our opinion, the investment-construction cluster as a complex system is characterized 

by the following: it has a complex system and includes a number of sub-systems; on the one hand, 

works separately from the external environment, and on the other hand, interacts with the external 

environment; is a partially managed system, in which the elements of centralization are preserved, 

and business entities conduct independent activities. Self-organization and regulation are typical for 

these subjects; located in a limited territorial space and its development is closely connected with the 

development of this space. 

The implementation of construction cluster activities in the development of the construction 

materials industry is characterized by the following features from the point of view of content and 

consequences: 

A) on the composition of elements and their movement: the cooperative movement of participants in 

the cluster provides the possibility of new results that cannot be achieved without such cooperation 

(emergency - the emergence of a new feature in the combination of elements that does not exist from 

individual elements); hierarchy (ensuring the stability of the system against external influence by 
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subordination of elements to each other); subordination (the division of the system into small 

systems and the maintenance of connections between them); unity (the interdependence of individual 

elements, without which the individual element loses its meaning); probability (impossibility of 

predetermining and complete determination of connections in the system); multi-criteria (multiplicity 

of goals from system activity). 

B) according to specific characteristics for movement: integration (combination of elements, 

working together, development of connections between them); adaptability (the ability of the system 

and its individual elements to adapt to changes in the external environment); balance (for the system, 

the existence of a balance between its individual elements); dynamism (the ability of the system to 

develop, constantly changing); feedback (availability of information about the system's response to 

control effects); management (influencing the system to get the desired result). 

Regulation of regional investment construction cluster activities is based on a number of principles. 

They determine the requirements for the structural structure and management system of the cluster, 

regulate the activities of the entities in the cluster. We believe that these principles can be stated as 

follows. 

1. General principles: scientific approach - regulation of cluster activity should be based on 

systematic analysis, collective approach and other scientific methods; it is necessary to 

harmonize the interests of the sector with the interests of the region - it is necessary to observe 

the interests of the investment-construction activity subjects and to meet the needs of the social 

development of the region; systematization and complexity - comprehensive coverage of 

organizing and regulating sub-systems based on the rules of systems regulation theory; it is 

necessary to take into account the historical, geographical, economic, socio-cultural and other 

dimensions of the development of the region; effective combination of positive synergism in the 

activities of the entities within the cluster and maintaining a competitive environment between 

them, ensuring a healthy, positive spirit of competition in the cluster. 

2. Special principles: wide introduction of investments in the production process; free flow of 

information and information exchange within the cluster; all participants can use the tangible and 

intangible resources within the cluster, the results of the cluster's activities (equal rights), 

including state guarantees; maximum use of local resources for cluster needs; development of 

various forms of integration within the cluster; development of intersectoral, regional and 

international relations; development of small business and private entrepreneurship. 

3. The principle of regulation of the activities of the entities included in the cluster: economic, 

social, environmental efficiency of the activities of the entities; achieving high profits in 

cooperation with other participants (synergy); achieving high product quality (competitiveness); 

cost reductions and savings (including transaction cost savings); maximum satisfaction of the 

demand for ability to pay; work on the basis of a flexible strategy within the cluster. 
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